
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Newsletter No 16                                                    Autumn 2014 

Events and Lectures, Autumn 2014 
 

All SEGAHS Lectures are at 8.30pm in The Irish 
Workhouse Centre, Portumna unless otherwise noted. 
 

Tuesday, October 28th   
Lecture by Patrick Larkin B.Sc., C. Chem., Dip. Sys. 

Anal., Dip. Qual. Mgmt., Dip. Arch., M.G.D.Chem., 

F.I.A.P., F.R.S.C., F.I.C.I. entitled, A lost church in East 
Galway - the Abbey of the Cormicans.  
 

Patrick is a Galway native and a chartered chemist who 

graduated from University College Galway with a B.Sc. 

degree in chemistry. He is a Fellow of the Institute of 

Chemistry of Ireland and of the Royal Society of Chemis-

try. He has completed post-graduate diplomas in Applied 

Finance, Systems Analysis, Quality Management and in 

Archaeology. He works as a consultant in the fields of 

Quality Management and Validation Systems to the phar-

maceutical and medical device industrial manufacturing 

sector.  
  

He has been Chieftain of the Larkin Clan since 2004; and 

is a member of Clans of Ireland, the Castles Study Group, 

and is currently President of the Galway Archaeological 

and Historical Society. 

Tuesday, November 25th   

Lecture by Dr Christy Cunniffe, Field Monument Advi-

sor with Galway County Council, entitled The Secret 
 

 

Ongoing archaeological fieldwork in the Slieve Aughty 

uplands has led to the discovery of over two hundred fea-

tures of archaeological interest. In this lecture the speaker 

will discuss some of these significant discoveries and will 

seek to interpret their purpose and function.  

 
NB: The society AGM will take place prior to the lec-
ture at 7.30pm.  

Aughty Famine Working Group (AFWG) 
Open to both groups and individuals from across the re-

gion, this community group aimed at contributing toward 

the 2014 National Famine Commemoration has been 

progressing its work, supported by SEGAHS and Aughty 

group members. For those interested in engaging, the 

group meet on the second last Thursday of each month in 

Gort Family Resource Centre at 8pm. Contact: aughty-

famineworkinggroup@gmail.com  

 

Great War Commemorations 
SEGAHS members and regular readers will be aware of 

the research and planning conducted by the SEGAHS 

working group established to commemorate the Great 

War. In addition to encouraging the tending of the graves 

of those who returned and are buried in south and east 

Galway, SEGAHS have now chronicled many of these 

and have also researched the various war memorials in 

the county.  

Articles 
 

If you have a short article, note, or indeed query of heritage 

interest that you would like to share with members of the soci-

ety, we would be happy to hear from you and perhaps publish 

it in our newsletter. If you would like to make contact or wish 

to have your article included, you can do so by e-mailing it to 

segahs1@gmail.com or by coming to visit us at one of our 

lectures or field trips. 

Membership 
 

When you join SEGAHS, you are joining a group of enthusias-

tic people who share a love of local history. As a member of 

our society you will learn a great deal about your heritage in an 

interactive way by having access to regular lectures and gath-

erings. You do not need to have any qualifications or a high-

level knowledge as the wonderful thing about community and 

local history is that anyone can get involved. The annual soci-

 

               



The history of Irish Railways is a particularly interesting one, from the economic lessons it has to teach us through to the architectural 

ems from 

the east of the county - to the left is Woodlawn Station, a gothic-style building which includes a house for the Station Master (1858); in 

the centre is the picturesque station at Attymon (1890); while pictured right is the beautiful Tudor-style Ballinasloe Station (1851).  

.  
   
A brief history of Athenry Railway Station                                                   Ronan Killeen 
 

On the 1st August 1851 the Midland 

Great Western Railway opened Athenry 

Railway Station, and in 1855, surviving 

records indicate that the Stationmaster 

was a gentleman named Michael Tier-

ney, whose landlord was Timothy Kin-

neen. 
 

incorporated the route north, to make a 

junction at Athenry with the MGWR 

Galway to Dublin line in 1860, but it 

did not open its thirty-six-mile long line 

until 1869 (with the help from the Pub-

lic Works Loan Commissioners).  
 

The A&EJR was also worked by the Waterford and Limerick line into which it was 

eventually absorbed, meanwhile the Athenry and Tuam railway line first opened in 

1860. This was worked on primarily by the MGWR, but later by the Waterford Limer-

ick line which used it as a springboard for further expansion to the North.  
 

There are interesting buildings surrounding the railway station at Athenry, one example 

is that of Station House (pictured top right). Station House is a handsome detached 

three bay, two storey L- 

census, Station House was occupied by Thomas McHale, who was the then Station 

Master. He occupied the house with his wife Essie, his one year old daughter Elizabeth 

Mary, Frances Page, a lodger and railway booking clerk, and his servant, Kate Mona-

ghan. It was not unusual for Station Masters to regularly change and in the 1911 census 

the occupiers of Station House were John George Crawford, the new Station Master, 

who lived with his one year old son, Robert Francis Crawford and a Nurse Domestic 

Servant, Helen Morrison Hendry. John George Crawford was married but his wife does 

that a Masie Hahesy lived in the Station House during the 1930s, so her father would 

have been the station master at that time. 
 

Sources: 

Council website www.galway.ie; Irish Census of 1901 and 1911 from the National 

Archives of Ireland website www.nationalarchives.ie; the Irish Folklore Manuscripts; 

Gleam of the Lines: An illustrated journey through two centu-
ries of Irish Railway History (Gill & McMillan, 2011). Pictured bottom right is an ad-

vert from The Tuam Herald of March 4th 1871. 



Ruling the Waves: South- -1899)           Steve Dolan  
 

In previous newsletters, we have highlighted the massive contribution that men from the county have made to 

various European armies, most notably the British Army. In this edition we have collated a list of the men from 

South-East Galway who contributed to the Royal Navy (and the Royal Marines) in the latter half of the nine-

teenth century. While those from the west of the county and the city make up the majority of those enlisting 

from the county, there were nonetheless a large number of recruits from further inland. 

 

The expansion of the British Empire from the eighteenth century owed as much to the dominance of the Royal 

Navy, as to perhaps any other military or indeed political factor. The Navy held an overwhelming advantage 

over all other national or even combined fleets and ruthlessly dispatched any power that threatened that domi-

Irish Seamen in that history has largely been an untold story.  

 

As far back as the mid-

France rose, King George II made a proclamation encouraging seamen to join HM's ships of war. A bounty of 

30 shillings for every able-bodied seaman between the ages of 20 and 50 and soon Galwaymen set off to battle 

the French! Regional newspapers reported that 

1 

 

While the numbers thereafter enlisting appears erratic, by the early part of the nineteenth century men from Gal-

way were volunteering to the Navy, and also to the Marines in sizeable numbers. Among those enlisting in the 

Marines in the opening decades were men the likes of George Halloran (aged 17) from Carraban (Carrabane) 

and John Eagan (21) from Teenaugh (Tynagh) who enlisted in 1809; Patrick Glynn (31) from Beaugh (Beagh) 

in 1811; John Malone (28) from Grange (New Inn ) in 1812; and Hugh Moran (25) from Dunirey (Duniry) in 

1813. All of these Galwaymen had made their way to Kent in England, before enlisting at Chatham Dockyard.2 
 

 



The numbers of men from the county enlisting increased from the middle of the century and the following is a 

breakdown of 42 men from south-east Galway who enlisted in the Royal Navy in second half of the nineteenth 

 
 

Surname, Name   Number      Place of Birth Birth  From   NA Ref (ADM) 
Marshall, John   003807  Athenlen  1839  1853    139/39/3807 

Brunskill, Persie N  012765  Loughrea  1836  1854   139/128/12765 

Flanagan, James Patrick 015100  Loughrea  1835  1854   139/151/15100 

Ford, John    014647  Ballinasloe  1838  1854   139/147/14647 

Fallon, Bryan   024365  Kilconnal  1822  1855   139/244/24365 

Tracey, Michael   024914  Loughrea  1838  1855   139/250/24914 

O'Shaughnessy, Thomas 21011A   Ardrahan  1843  1861   139/611/21011 

Ward, George   15640A  Kinvara  1840  1861   139/557/15640 

Garrity, John   38483A  Ashcre  1838  1866   139/785/38483  

Ryan, Edward   38082A   Bullaun  1851  1866   139/781/38082 

Clarke, William   03003B  Kilclooney  1852  1867   139/831/3 

Miller, Henry   04946B  Ballamacourt 1837  1868   139/850/4946 

Kelly, Patrick   09217B   Athenry  1845  1869   139/893/9217 

Howden, William  11054B  Portumna  1840  1870    139/911/11054 

Pierce, Thomas   11405B  Athenry  1854  1870   139/915/11405 

Sheppelle, Henry   12609B  Ballinsloe  1854  1870   139/927/12609 

Flynn, Patrick   081223  Athanry  1857  1873   188/74/81223 

Gormlay, Charles  052019  LoughRee  1851  1873    188/25/52019 

Griffin, Patrick   049767  Ballyvaughan 1853  1873   188/21/49767 

Larty, Joseph   082004  Gort   1857  1873   188/75/82004 

Gilligan, Michael   089467  Craughwell  1859  1874   188/95/89467 

Burns, John   090623  Tynigh  1845  1875    188/97/90623 

Mellick, George   107074  Gort   1863  1878   188/129/107074 

Connolly, Patrick Joseph 110165  Kilbiacanty  1864  1879   188/135/110165 

Dunne, Joseph   147115.   Loughrea  1872  1888    188/209/147115 

Bermingham, William  148685  Ballindernn 1872  1889   188/212/148685 

Hehir, Michael   157532  Gort   1874  1890    188/230/157532 

Flynn, Thomas   178779  Ballymacward 1878  1894   188/295/178779 

Kelly, Thomas    276431  Killeen  1870  1894    188/439/276431 

Sinnott, Patrick Joseph  350098  Gort   1871  1894   188/529/350098 

O'Beirne, John Joseph  280158  Ballinasloe  1876  1895   188/447/280158 

McDonald, Alexander  182682  Mountshannon 1877  1895   188/305/182682   

O'Connell, Daniel Michael 283266  Lochray   1874  1896    188/453/283266 

Healy, Malachy    282827  Loughrea  1872  1896    188/452/282827 

Hodgens, Peter   283562  Ballinstoa  1874  1896   188/454/283562 

Flynn, John   195259  Ballymackward 1881  1897   188/337/195259 

Hopkins, Michael  194539  Portama  1881  1897   188/335/194539 

Leith, James Cootes  193708  Ballinasloe  1882  1897    188/333/193708 

Carroll, Patrick   287727  Loughsea  1875  1898   188/462/287727 

O'Sullivan, Frederick Ralph 001860  Ballinasloe  1878  1898   340/105/7 

Williams, Charles Price 199203  Portumna  1881  1898   188/345/199203 

Warren, Richard   342558  Ballinasloe  1875  1899   188/518/342558 

The following is a list of those enlisting in the Royal Marines from 1850: 
Carrick, Lawrence   111113  Kilcolyun  1836  1854   157/1310/111 

Kirk, Martin    182185  Loughrea  1834  1858    157/1362/182 

Moran, John    294296  Ballinasloe  1838  1858    157/1306/294 

   001002  Bahe, Gort  1838  1863   157/1144/1 

Slater, Robert   019020  Caraban  1832  1863   157/1148/19 



  
The majority of these men gave their local major town as their place of birth (Loughrea and Ballinasloe most 

prominently), but with an even spread across the south-east Galway region. The list excludes those who just pro-

 

 

In all, 26 of the 47 listed men were teenagers, with the average age on enlisting just 20 years - somewhat higher 

than in other areas of the county.3 The youngest listed was John Marshall, who was a mere fourteen years, six 

months and three days when he volunteered to the navy on the 28 September 1853. As with the vast majority of 

 

 

In terms of the Royal Marines, the first two listed men are known to have survived to discharge in somewhat 

tolerable health. Firstly, Lawrence Carrick from Kilcolgan was discharged aged 30 having reached his service 

period limit  

the maximum length of service allowed, that of 21 years, in the year 1879. It should be noted that some men 

from other parts of the county bought themselves out of service for a charge in this period also.4 

 

Of the men who survived the harsh existence, disease, and the naval bat-

tles, many were in poor health and so were discharged for that reason. Two 

men who had attested at Woolwich, and were discharged in 1863, were 

service.  

 

serving aboard HMS Victory (right) and his refusal to engage in a mutiny 

aboard HMS Edgar in April 18605 

 

 

It is evident that men from south and east Galway were ever-present in the British naval forces throughout the 

nineteenth century, and while the Officers from our region are much documented (e.g. the decorated Wilson 

ordinary Galwaymen, who gave extraordinary service. "Bíonn súil le muir ach ní bhíonn súil le tír". 

 
References 
1. The Belfast Newsletter 18/04/1755. 

2. The UK National Archives references for those mentioned in-text are - Eagan: ADM 157/5/145, Glynn: ADM 157/8/457, Halloran: 

 

3. A similar study by this Writer on the Clifden area determined the age at enlisting there to be only 18 years. That study group com-

prised 79 Navy men from Clifden who served in the Royal Navy in the half-century straddling the nineteenth and twentieth century. 

after 

 

5. The Times 23/06/1860. 

-Diemer as recently sold at Christies for £6,250. 

Notes to the list 
> 

 

> Mount Shannon was in County Galway in the nineteenth century and the full address is given as Galway. This is also the case with 

 

 

> There were a considerable number of Sailors who listed Ballinakill or Ballynakill as their place of birth, however as the vast majority 

of these are likely from Ballynakill elsewhere in the county - most notably Ballynakill, Clifden - all have been excluded. 

> The listed records are available for viewing on pay web-sites or in person at the UK National Archives in Kew. It should be stated 

that the above list is not extant and it is continually being added to by the National Archives. 



Recognising South and East Galwaymen in the Great War     Steve Dolan 
 

It is often overlooked that when Great Britain declared war on Germany on August 4th 1914, there were already 

20,000 Irishmen in the British Army and a further 30,000 in the reserves. In essence, this was 8% of the army 

total and as much as a fifth of the reserves total. Given the political efforts to restore self-government to Ireland, 

these figures are perhaps higher than one would have expected.  

 

These numbers were swelled further by those enlisting subsequently, as many as 140,000, whatever their politi-

which were utilised to appeal to Galwaymen and helped the swell of numbers referred to! 

Over the coming four years, through our facebook page, SEGAHS will be marking the date of death of more 

than 150 Soldiers from our area and we will pay tribute to their memory in various appropriate commemora-

tions. Onto specifics, a SEGAHS study of those from South-East Galway who perished highlighted an average 

age on death of only 26 years. Well over a quarter of those who perished fought with the Connaught Rangers, 

 

 

The vast majority of those who fought are buried abroad, 

however the Commonwealth War Graves Commission 

(CWGC) record 2,597 burials in the Republic, of which 

only 96 are in Connaught and 45 are in Co Galway. This 

compares to 86 in Co Tipperary, and 90 in Co Limerick. 

 

In south-east Galway, there are 17 formally recognised 

burials (7 being Connaught Rangers), though it is evident 

this is not extant. Indeed, the CGWC themselves acknowl-

edge two other burials in Creagh in Ballinasloe. 

 

In any event, of the 17 soldiers, 11 are buried in Balli-

nasloe (10 in new and 1 in old Creagh Cemetery), 4 are 

buried in Loughrea (3 in Garrybreda and 1 in the COI), 

and 1 each in Kilconierin and in Willmount Athenry.  

 

Pictured right is the headstone of Rifleman Thomas Dono-

hoe (Kilconierin) who died on 12th June 1917. Pictured 

far right is the headstone of Guardsman T J Smyth 

(Loughrea) who died on August 10th 1918 and he is bur-

ied in the Church of Ireland (COI) there.  



REFLECTING ON OUR URBAN PAST 
This view of Market Square, now St Michael`s Square, in Ballinasloe, provides an opportunity to briefly consider 
the details to be found in photographs in the early years of the twentieth century. Not only do these details point 
to the subtleties of a rapidly changing urban Irish landscape but also give pause for reflection on the nuanced 
dynamics of social relations at the time. Few figures can be seen which suggests that the image may have 
been captured on a Sunday or very early in the morning. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Market House and weigh-bridge can be seen top-centre. Fr (later) Msgr Timothy Joyce was Administra-

tor of Ballinasloe parish from 1911-1920 and felt that the structure obstructed the view of St Michael`s 
Church. He was also mindful that it had been the scene of an attack by constabulary on prominent 
Catholics in 1826. Thus, he had the Market House removed with the greatest of alacrity in September of 
1918 before anyone had time to object. Though Rev Dr Kevin Egan would refer to the Market House as 

  in his history of the parish, it had stood at the top of the Square since just prior to 
1824 and was the oldest structural link with the horse fair with which the town of Ballinasloe has be-
come synonymous. Had it been left alone, it would still be standing today and would have made an apt 
location for a museum related to the Great Fair. While the Square now takes its name from the iconic 
local church, it was developed into a market place from its former status as an orchard. Thus, `Market 
Square` rather than `St Michael`s Square` is a more historically accurate title.  

 

Left of centre-image and (ironically) obscured from view (by the right hand of the tent-like structure, which 
appears to be a religious stall for selling devotional wares during parish novenas) is the narrow entrance 
to Paradise Row; this was a slum tenement which ran parallel with the houses to the left. Paradise Row 
was an ironic naming as living conditions therein were dire, with no running water or sanitation and by 
1914 it had been declared   by the local Medical Officer. There is also evi-
dence that there was an abattoir sited therein and given that matters of hygiene were more honoured in 
the breach than in the observance at the time, the place must have been teeming with vermin. Despite 
this, it was only abandoned in 1928 and was probably the worst of the many lanes that ran off Balli-
nasloe`s thoroughfares. It was in existence from at least 1855 when the town and its dwellings were 
mapped for Richard Griffith`s Valuation. This map reveals a heavy cluster of some twelve dwellings,  
little better than hovels, which stood back-to-back with those in Reeves Lane. Up until relatively recent 
times, one of the most insulting names that one Ballinasloe person could call another was a `laner`. This 
was despite the fact that the people who lived in the lanes were among the most decent and honourable 
in the town and often took great pride in the work they had invested in their humble dwellings. The 
houses which can be seen in left view were condemned by 1950 and demolished a few years later, pav-



ing the way for the building of the new post office, which was completed in 1965 at a cost of £28,000. 
The post office on Main Street had been opened in 1891 and is now the red-bricked building opposite 
Super Mac`s.  

 
Behind the Market House one can see Finnegan`s Drapery known as the `Irish House` as it only stocked 

Irish-made goods. It was bought in 1925 and demolished with the Munster and Leinster Bank (now 
the AIB) built in its stead.  

 

The tall building left of centre-view contained four storeys and two adjoining dwellings. Much of the inte-
rior of this building collapsed  without warning in January of 1896, killing Mrs Sarah Flanagan who 
was crushed to death beneath tons of rotten timber and masonry. Today, a similar event would proba-
bly provoke a public inquiry; in 1896 it received only the briefest of media attention and only then be-
cause her son was a correspondent for The Freeman`s Journal. One would naturally suspect that this 
structure`s appearance would date the image to just before 1896 but an image taken c. 1900 from the 
top of Dunlo Street shows the same building with props against it which implies, perhaps, a litigation 
over the incident; the building also appears to have diminished in height in the latter image and it is 
probable that at the time of the collapse, part of the roof and upper section caved in. It seems a fur-
ther measure of the apathy towards tragic events concerning those of a lesser social status that when 
the latter image was taken, it was of the street in general and not of the actual building where a 
woman had died in sensational circumstances. 

 

Top-right is the `Old Faithful` of the Square, known locally as `the lazy wall`. It was once complemented 
by a similar wall on the far side of the Square, their original purpose being similar to that of modern 
steel bollards, i.e. to prevent people and carts veering over the sudden inclines onto the paving that 
ran parallel to the shop and house-fronts. It is now one of the oldest remaining landmarks in urban 
Ballinasloe and was erected sometime between c. 1819 (by which time the main arteries of the town 
were almost built) and 1824, when it was noted that the town`s walkways had been flagged. A pro-
posal to remove it in 1956 failed to secure sufficient support and a slight reconfiguration was effected 
during landscaping of the Square in the past twenty years. Despite the vagaries of public opinion, it 
has continued to stand its stony ground. Long may it continue to do so. 

 

Declan Kelly © 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Local farmer Michael Walsh pointing out the butter well in Derryoober Mountain. A row of well placed stepping stones 

provided access across the river for the young girls looking after the cows in the commonage. A number of hut sites as-

sociated with booleying or summer pasturage of cattle are to be found in Derryoober within a short distance of this well. 

The ruins of a house, formerly lived in by a herd, is a later link in the history of livestock farming in this commonage. The 

key to understanding how these landscapes were used lies in speaking to the people, and walking the landscape. The 

historical sources are relatively silent in regards to booleying or transhumance for the region. 



NB The following information is important to those undertaking new build, but is equally relevant to those undertaking 

conservation and restoration projects. Patrick is a member of SEGAHS.  CC 

 

Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (Construction) Regulations 2013 
 

stantial?  

If so, with the introduction of the Safety Regulations in 2013 the Health and Safety Authority (HSA) have issued a Guide 

for Homeowners, outlining your new responsibilities. 

This booklet can be downloaded from the HSA website, and this article contains the main features from that booklet.  

The regulations apply to CONSTRUCTION WORK THAT YOU PAY TO GET DONE. The regulations mean that you 

have to appoint competent people to carry out construction work. For longer jobs you must appoint competent project su-

pervisors to oversee and co-ordinate safety. The new Regulations aim to reduce the number of people killed and injured 

while carrying out construction work.  

Tasks that are NOT CONSIDERED construction work under the regulations include; 

Routine home DIY 

Grass cutting 

Tree planting and general gardening 

General maintenance to appliances and boilers. 

For Construction works, by law, you have to; 

Determine the competency of people doing paid construction work for you. 
Appoint project supervisors if required 
Keep the safety file for the work as appropriate 
Let the HSA know if you project is going to take longer than 30 days, or more than 500 man days, ( Number of 

working days by number of workers) 
 
Determine the competency of people doing paid construction work for you. 
Anybody you use to carry out design or construction work must be competent to carry out the work and must allocate 

enough resources to make sure that the work can be carried out in a safe manner  resources include time and equipment.  

By law, the people you appoint have to demonstrate to you, that they are competent to carry out the work and have allo-

cated or will allocate the necessary resources to do the work safely. It is up to the Designer or Contractor to demonstrate 

their competency to you. 

Appoint project supervisors if required 
You must appoint Project Supervisors if; 

There is more than one contractor involved in the work, or 

There is a particular risk, or 

The work is going to last more than 30 days or 500 man days.  

What is particular risk? 

Works of relevance to a typical project in your home include; 

Roofwork where access is restricted. 

Deep excavations in poor soil conditions 

Work near high voltage power lines.  

How do I appoint Project Supervisors? 

You must appoint them in writing at the start of the design process and at the start of the construction stage. The project 

supervisors must accept these appointments in writing to you.  

Who do I appoint as project supervisors? 

If you engage an Architect, Engineer or Building Surveyor, to design the work and a builder or contractor to carry out the 

work, then you would probably appoint the Surveyor for the design stage and the builder for the construction stage.  

Project Supervisor Design Stage  PSDS  Architect, Engineer or Building Surveyor 

Project Supervisor Construction Stage  PSCS Builder or Contractor  

The project supervisors have various safety related duties they must meet in the project, particularly around co-ordination 

of the works and the co-operation of the workers.  

Direct Labour Projects 

The Regulations now require that a project supervisor oversees the co-ordination of the various designers and contractors 

and makes sure that there is co-operation between them so that the work can be carried out safely.  

You can, if you like, appoint yourself as the project supervisor however you must have the necessary knowledge and com-



petency to do the job. The appointment must also be made in writing. The project supervisors control key safety deci-

 
 

Keep the safety file for the work as appropriate 
The PSDS must prepare a safety file. The file should contain the information needed to safely maintain the building 

and have the information needed to carry out future work on the building.  

The PSCS must give you the safety file when the works end. You need to keep the file and give it to anybody carrying 

out future works on the building, or pass the file on to any new owner.  

Let the HSA know if you project is going to take longer than 30 days, or more than 500 man days, ( Number of 
working days by number of workers) 
You must fill in an Approved Form AF 1 available on the HSA website www.hsa.ie and return it by registered post or 

email 

In conclusion; 

Employ the right designers and contractors 

Discuss safety with your designer and builder before the work starts 

Warn children of the dangers and ensure they stay away from the work 

Separate works from your home, if you can 

Make sure the works area is secured at the end of each day by the contractor.  

 

Patrick Meaney BSc (Hons) Degree in Building Surveying 
 
For further information or advice contact Patrick at  

Galway Building Surveyors 
Dunkellin Terrace 

Portumna 

Co Galway 

Email; infogalwaybs@mail.com 

Tel 087 1511699 

**************************** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the curious features discovered recently in Alleendarra East townland near Woodford.  

This circular feature appears to be a hut site enclosed by a ditch. A row of stones forms the poorly preserved wall base 

internally. It is estimated that there may be in the region of fifty of these features in one corner of that townland alone. 

Preliminary fieldwork in Alleendarra West has uncovered nearly as many more.  

If you discover any feature of archaeological interest that you wish professional advice, or general information on, 

please contact me at galwayfma@gmail.com or 087 9697692. Christy Cunniffe 


